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Overview
A grand dame for the 21st century, Villa Copenhagen offers 390 thoughtfully designed rooms and suites

set in the city’s century-old Central Post and Telegraph Head Office, adjacent to the famed Tivoli
Gardens and the Meatpacking District. As the latest independent venture by Nordic Hotels & Resorts, the

hotel upholds the group’s commitment to eco-sustainability through a variety of meaningful on-
property practices, amenities, and services, including the luxurious Earth Suite made solely from

sustainable materials and interior green spaces created to promote calm, wellbeing, and sociability
along with a variety of carbon-free, zero waste dining outlets. 

 
In October 2019, PHG Consulting was tasked with targeting U.S. audiences before the remit was

expanded to the U.K. market in January 2020. Leveraging Villa Copenhagen’s positioning as a leading
light in conscious hospitality, PHG Consulting captured the attention of targeted media and secured

quality coverage on both sides of the Atlantic, ahead of the grand opening on July 1, 2020 and over the
opening period through September 15, 2020.



Develop a strategic action plan that would result in wide-ranging awareness of the property
and generate top-tier consumer and trade coverage in both markets, ultimately positioning
the hotel as one of the best luxury hotel openings of 2020
Introduce Villa Copenhagen as the city’s newest premier luxury hotel offering international
appeal by publicizing the property’s transformation from a historic central post office to a
modern grand dame luxury hotel, with targeted media efforts focused on highlighting the
hotel’s commitment to sustainability including a spotlight on the Earth Suite; its thoughtful,
compelling design; its unique amenities such as its interior gardens; its stellar executive
team; and its partnerships with local companies to infuse an authentic mood throughout
the entire experience
Craft all key messaging material on behalf of the hotel, including a digital press kit, press
releases, and tactical pitches regarding the opening to target audiences
Arrange approximately 16 deskside meetings and/or interviews with key editors, freelance
travel writers based in London and New York (approximately eight meetings in each region)
Plan, facilitate, and execute two group media trips – one per market – with each group made
up of approximately five journalists from approved consumer and travel trade publications 
Serve as Villa Copenhagen’s representative functioning as the in-house office and primary
information resource

PHG Consulting was tasked with the following deliverables to achieve Villa Copenhagen’s
awareness goals in the U.S. and the U.K. markets:

Action



Generated a total of 469 million editorial impressions across both markets with an approximate ad value in excess of $1.1
million – resulting in an ROI of 20:1
Secured 100+ media placements across both markets including prominent features in The Financial Times, The Telegraph, Condé
Nast Traveler U.S. and U.K., Harper’s Bazaar, House & Garden, Monocle, Sleeper, Wall Street Journal, and The New York Times
Confirmed interest from key travel and lifestyle journalists to attend the U.S. group media FAM scheduled for May 2020 in
exchange for dedicated reviews, including Fodor’s Travel, Departures, Travel Weekly, Observer*
Confirmed interest from key travel and lifestyle journalists to attend the U.K. group media FAM scheduled for May 2020 in
exchange for dedicated reviews, including The Daily Telegraph, The Irish Independent, The London Economic, Tatler*
PHG Consulting secured 11 individual media visits, including two American journalists who were based in Copenhagen,
including Tatler Travel Guide, City A.M., ES Magazine, Monocle, and L.A. Style, to name a few  
Secured 10 media appointments with target global media at ILTM Cannes roundtables in December 2019
Secured nine media appointments with targeted New York City-based editors and writers for deskside meetings in January
2020. Publications included FT – How to Spend It, Departures Magazine, The New York Times, Condé Nast Traveler 
Secured six media appointments with targeted London-based editors and writers for deskside meetings on behalf of Villa
Copenhagen in March 2020. Publications included DesignCurial, Business Traveller Magazine, TTG Luxury, Daily Telegraph

Since taking over management of Villa Copenhagen’s public relations efforts in the United States and the United Kingdom, PHG
Consulting has exceeded expectations in terms of quality and volume. During the 11-month timeframe, PHG Consulting achieved
the following results: 

*Both FAM trips were ultimately cancelled due to COVID-19 travel restrictions
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